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Dear D.P. Sengupta 
In common that our record, you represent our patent application in India since 2005year, the 

application No. is: 998/KOLNP/2005, the person in charge is Mr. Anjan Sen, but that application 
had not any to gain ground before 2009year.   

Under your quotation of prices on 26th 4, 2005, by my understand that your duty is to 
represent me to filing my any amendment or respond document by Fax or post for Examination and 
reporting only, so, if you have requests to add Fees that must to be in place.   

Notwithstanding the above that, I was still agreed and write at my letter of July. 16, 2009, 
below:  

『I understand that you have helped me to print outs total 27 pages for filing on February of 
2009.  Because today’s print fee was very, very limited, in spite of a bottle carbon-power 
of print is US$5.- in Singapore and it could to print out total about 800 pages, but I could 
to keep in memory for arrears, so I will request you still help me to print out for filing at 
next time.』 

Now, please tell me, the process of Examination after you filing my AMENDMENT on 
February 06, 2009.   

Besides, I did not interest to commentary your letter of July. 16, 2009 by Mr. Anjan Sen, 
because you cannot to break the contract that quotation of prices on 26th 4, 2005, therefore, please 
to keep your professional demeanor!  

In the end, because lavish to bribe by CP China Government, so have part of west leaders 
unwise to help conceal my medicine invent and attempt cancel my application of patent that same 
my application of 998/KOLNP/2005 in India and to lead to very much death from their national to 
become an outlaw now!   

Please to see latest Email that at: www.ycec.com/UN/130716.pdf that extensively sent out by 
me, the email document as well to suit India, because up to now, Indian hospitals still not having 
“wash lung” treatment for the public, Indian CDC still propagandizing the “flu shot” as a 
special-killer, please transmit this email to your scholar, medium & lawyer, they have duty to 
synergy prosecution for self people, therefore, please do not to make things to difficult for my 
application!   

Thank you! 
 

Yours faithfully, 
 

 
Lin Zhen-Man 
July. 31, 2013 
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